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Kentucky Hunters for the Hungry, Inc., begins its 11th season of service to hungry people,
with the opening of the archery seasons in Kentucky (Sept 4th) and Indiana (Sept 15th
(Urban) and October 1 (general)). Again this season Southeast Christian Church and the
Kentucky Department of Fish and Wildlife Resources will be KHFH's strongest supporters.
SECC focuses its efforts in Jefferson and the contiguous counties by way of its Sportsman's
Challenge. Anyone interested in participating in SECC's Sportsman's' Challenge with donated
deer should contact Ralph Swallows (rswallows@insightbb.com) or visit the SECC website
www.sportsmanschallenge.org. KHFH has commissioned a chapter in Murray Kentucky
known as the West Kentucky Chapter, which helps to finance the program and identify
recipients of ground venison. The Board is currently working with sportsmen in the Bowling
Green area to create another chapter to serve that region as well.

Don't forget to take an extra doe this season to help KHFH meet is 2011 goal of delivering
500,000 meals to hungry families.

Ivan Schell, Secretary/Treasurer
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Summer School
by

Sam Monarch

Facing me was one of the greatest challenges of my career. As an attorney, I had argued over 100 cases to a
jury, but this was different! I had to win, if at all, with my opening statement. Even though there would be no
evidence presented, I feared a grueling cross-examination. The verdict I sought was permission to take my
grandchildren (Tom, age 14 and Clay, age 11) to South Dakota with the Kentuckiana SCI Chapter during the summer
of 2010 to shoot prairie dogs.

The jury was my son and daughter-in-law and my opening statement was carefully planned and went
something like this, "Ed and Kate, we want to help the boys with their study of American History. We'd like to take
Tom and Clay to the Standing Rock Sioux Reservation to hunt prairie dogs and to study conflicting cultures in the
United States. The boys would see, first hand, a Native American Reservation and study the role that Chief Sitting
Bull and General George Armstrong Custer played in settling the American West. A trip to South Dakota would
help them understand the events that led up to the Battle of the Little Big Horn in 1876."

"And, did you know that prairie dogs are directly linked to President Thomas Jefferson's vision for America?
If it were not for President Jefferson's foresight, the United States would have stopped at the Mississippi River. It
was he who commissioned the Lewis and Clark Expedition of 1804 which took this country to the Pacific Ocean.
President Jefferson directed Lewis to collect specimens of unusual animals, and the prairie dog was one of the few
specimens to survive the return trip to Washington, DC. So, you see, by hunting prairie dogs, we will study
conflicting cultures as well as honor Thomas Jefferson's vision for America."

At this point, I lowered my head and closed my eyes as if to say, "I respectfully await your decision." Ed and
Kate looked at each other and without hesitation announced that the trip sounded fantastic and that they would enjoy
a week without parental responsibilities. Preparations began!

My first fear was that the Kentuckiana Chapter's annual prairie dog shoot would not take place. Our Chapter
President, Mike Ohlmann, assured me that he intended to organize a trip for late June if members were interested.
We definitely were! Then, I shared my "educational" agenda with my brother, Charlie Monarch, and suggested that
he should take his grandchildren on this American History tour and he endorsed the idea. Within a few days of my
rather unusual "opening statement", nine of the Monarch clan began to think "prairie dogs".

I explained to my wife, Alice, (God love her) that the boys definitely needed their own prairie dog rifle. The
hottest prairie dog gun on the market was a Ruger Model 77 target weight rifle in the new .204 caliber. Topped with
a Nikon "Monarch" 5 x 20 scope, it would be a wonderful piece of equipment. Alice survived this announcement but
the real shock came with the purchase of ammunition. Mike counseled that in three days of shooting, we could
expect up to 1000 shots. Add to that number, the sight-in and pre-trip practice and we had 1200 to 1300 shells at a
dollar a piece! All of a sudden, this educational trip was becoming expensive.

I was somewhat chided by my brother for being so stingy as to require two boys to share the same rifle.
Charlie bought three new rifle and scope combinations for his three grandchildren and suggested that I should buy
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the boys a second rifle, specifically a .17 HMR. I now endorsed his idea and explained to Alice that we could save a
bunch of money with a new rifle that shot cheaper ammunition. Alice acquiesced, and I bought a second Ruger, a
Model 77 stainless in the rotary clip version with a predator weight barrel and a laminated stock. This rifle was
topped with a newly reconditioned 12x Leupold from my inventory and the combination proved to be wonderfully
accurate and a delight to shoot.

Now that the "new tools" had been purchased, the school teacher in me needed a little brushing up, so I re-
read an account of the Lewis and Clark Expedition and checked out Sitting Bull and Custer on the internet. Charlie,
who also loves history, was really embracing my whole American History theme and, for my birthday, gave me the
books Undaunted Courage by Stephen Ambrose and The Last Stand by Nathaniel Philbrick on disc for the trip.
"School" was now ready and waiting for "Summer"!

June finally arrived and we rolled out of Hardinsburg enroute to St. Louis with Undaunted Courage in the CD
player. Our first objective was to visit the Arch in St. Louis and tour the "Gateway to the West Museum" which is
located adjacent to the Arch. We were pretty far into Undaunted Courage by the time we toured the museum. The
boys quickly pointed out a collection of "Presidential Peace Medals" which they had just learned were given to
Native Americans as a symbol of peace and they were amazed that Lewis was not a physically bigger man when they
"talked" to his wax figure. A ride to the top of the Arch was an adventure in itself as the elevator (and Tom's and
Clay's eyes) very noticeably adjusted every few feet for the Arch's changing angle. Once on top, all eyes danced as
the pinnacle view of the Mississippi River was simply beyond description.

After the museum tour, the boys got another short class addressing the Lewis and Clark Expedition which
spent the winter of 1803 just north of St. Louis before beginning their trek across the Western Frontier. Like Lewis
and Clark, we overnighted just north of St. Louis and the next morning, headed northwest following the Lewis and
Clark trail and continuing with Undaunted Courage. The disc was interrupted occasionally for snack breaks or to
point out landmarks which had been referenced in the journals maintained by the Expedition.

With luck and the aid of cell phones, we paired up with Charlie, his son, Dean, and grandchildren, Josie,
Samuel, and Chase and the cousins commenced their reunion. The cousins, through "texting", kept abreast of our
mile markers and we met for a chatty lunch and a delightful dinner. Soon, as both daylight and Undaunted Courage
came to an end, we found a hotel near Sioux City, Iowa and shut down for the night.

Early next morning, we commenced the last leg of our trip and The Last Stand. Through the words of
Nathaniel Philbrick, the boys developed a new found respect for the people who lived during the frontier era. Sitting
Bull and General Custer came alive as both men struggled to do what they believed was best for their people. Tom
and Clay listened attentively as the conflicting cultures clashed and war was inevitable. As the Battle of the Little
Big Horn became foreseeable and Custer's defeat became a certainty, we arrived at the Grand River Lodge in
Mobridge, South Dakota.

Shortly after our arrival, the entire SCI prairie dog crew was checked in and informally assembled on the
front porch enjoying the evening. The Monarch Clan joined Mike, Joe Kuerzi, Wink and Mary Irvin, and a group
from Texas led by Dennis Towes, who is also a Kentuckiana Chapter Member. It didn't take Mike long to organize a
trip into town to pick up our licenses and reservation passes and a quick bite to eat. Before adjourning, it was agreed
that we would reconvene for breakfast in the lodge dining room.

Next morning after a "Grand" breakfast, we caravanned to meet our
Lakota Sioux guide, Jesse Peros, who assured us of a good hunt. We
followed Jesse out to one of the many prairie dog towns in the area.
Each group set up their shooting benches overlooking their own
private prairie dog town and our boys were given yet another class on
marksmanship, firearm safety, and appreciation for the outdoors.
Then, the shooting commenced!

Charlie's
crew and our boys
set up within
walking distance

in an area that must have been shot before because the prairie
dogs were nervous. After each shot, the dogs would disappear
and stay down too long for really good shooting. After only a
few prairie dogs to our credit, Charlie and his crew moved a little
northward and we set up a little further east and soon found some
bolder prairie dogs and things picked up a bit. Tom and Clay
took turns between the shooting bench and the shooting sticks.
Clay had just settled down to shoot and proclaimed, "Pap, I see a
rattlesnake! I swear I do!"

Clay- Pap-Tom with Guide Jesse Peros
"Site of Chief Sitting Bulls Death"

Ready to Shoot Dogs
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I admonished Clay, "Don't swear!"

"But Pap! I see one! I really do! I promise!!" he excitedly exclaimed!!

Sure enough, about 75 yards out was what proved to be a 37-38 inch rattlesnake sunning himself on a prairie
dog mound. "Hold just below his belly," I cautioned.

"I got him, Pap, I swear I did!!" I waived the expected admonishment as Clay beamed and
the celebrating began.

As the cousins gathered for lunch, Clay got to be the hero of the morning. Talk was
wild and free as the cousins sat at their own table and shared stories of the morning's hunt.

Shooting had been slow that morning and after lunch Jesse led us to a different dog
town.

Our next set up gave us more prairie dogs and some long range shooting
out to about 300 yards. Our zero was 1 1/2 inches high at a hundred
yards and we shot over prairie dog after prairie dog at 200 yards. Pretty
soon Tom and Clay got the range and many more shots resulted in a
'ker-plunk' and a spotting scope confirmation of a clean kill. The .204
with a 34 grain bullet was proving to be lethal.

On Day Two Jesse had a special treat planned for us. After driving a few miles, Jesse
whipped his truck off the main road and headed cross country. We bounced briskly down a
muddy, rutted jeep trail seemingly forever. Finally, Jesse stopped at a little grownup cemetery
located in the middle of nowhere. There behind a woven wire fence was a large bronze
historical marker and one large marble headstone which was in need of repair. Jesse had led us
to the cabin site and the death site of his great-great-great-grandfather, Chief Sitting Bull
(Tatanka Iyotake)!

Tom and Clay could not keep their eyes off Jesse as we read from the historical marker
about how on December 15, 1890, Chief Sitting Bull, his son, and six companions had been killed by the Indian
Police who had been sent by Indian Agent McLaughlin to arrest the Chief. The boys were mesmerized as Jesse
added details to the story that the boys had just heard on the CD of The Last Stand. As he told of Chief Sitting Bull's
revival of the Ghost Dance, he pointed out where the ritual, which called upon the Spirits to kill and run the white
men out of the Dakotas, had taken place. The Spirits were to restore the Indians to "life" as it had been before the
white man came. As the boys stood with their new Lakota Sioux friend on the very spot where the icon of the
nomadic Sioux people had died, they gleaned a new understanding of what was the horribly unfortunate but probably
inevitable destruction of the Native Americans' way of life.

After our "lesson" with Jesse, he put us on an over-populated prairie dog
village which had not been recently shot and Day Two proved to be much
better with more prairie dogs popping up than one can imagine. Day One
had netted Tom 24 and Clay 21 plus 1 rattlesnake, and Day Two gave Tom
54 more and Clay an additional 56. It was interesting to watch how each boy
acclimated to the rifle and how his shooting progressed. The time necessary
to find, get on, and shoot the target was cut in half.

Lunch and dinner and time together in "their own room" with their
cousins proved to highlight each day! Josie, Samuel, and Chase were making some incredibly long shots and having
a ball and Jesse had promised to spend Day Three with them. The cousins had spotted a portrait of Chief Sitting Bull
in the lodge and accepted the striking resemblance to Jesse as proof of his claimed ancestry.

On Day Three, our boys were in for a special treat and Clay got to go
first! Joe stayed and helped spot dogs for Tom while Mike put a shooting
bench in the back of his truck and drove Clay from field to field to shoot
dogs. They returned in about three hours and reported that Clay had shot
64 prairie dogs. With obvious pride, Mike advised that Clay was shooting
like a Marine "sniper" and had the compassion to match!

"I got him, Pap,
I swear I did!!"

Tom- A Confirmed
Kill

Tom Takes Aim
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After lunch, the roles reversed and Joe stayed to help spot dogs for
Clay and Tom became the "sniper". When Tom and Mike returned four
hours later, Tom announced that he now had 121 dogs to his credit for the
day and 199 for the trip! Clay, who had 106 to his credit for Day Three
and 183 for the trip, proclaimed that the rattlesnake was worth at least 16
prairie dogs and that they were officially tied!

That evening Clay, Tom, Samuel, Chase, and Josie related story
after story about the prairie dogs they had watched and the shots they had
made. It was fun to listen to a bunch of kids who were enjoying each
other's company and were excited about the experiences which were
enriching their lives. As coaches and mentors, we adults were delighted at
how quickly their rifle handling ability and marksmanship had improved.
What they learned in three days shooting prairie dogs would have taken
months to duplicate at my rifle range.

Being under no time pressure, Tom, Clay, Alice, and I took the scenic route home. Our route took us through
the

Bad Lands and the Black Hills of South Dakota to the village of
Keystone for a careful examination of Mount Rushmore. Our
visit to Mount Rushmore triggered a comparative analysis
lecture about George Washington, Thomas Jefferson, Teddy
Roosevelt, and Abe Lincoln and their respective roles in forming
the United States. Later, we had lunch at Wall Drugs and visited
Cabela's for the 2nd time as Summer School continued with
Herman Melville's Moby Dick in the CD player.

As St. Louis disappeared in our rear view mirror, I
decided to give the boys a test. We discussed the Presidents
we'd seen on Mount Rushmore and Lewis and Clark and their
impact on American history. Then, we revisited General Custer and Sitting Bull and how their conflict forever
altered the American West. The boys scored well on the facts and set the curve on enthusiasm. Summer School was
definitely a success!

When we delivered the boys back to their parents, there was talk of "next year"! And as I was working on
this narrative, Charlie called and stated that he had purchased yet another prairie dog rifle and scope combination and
was ready to enroll his grandchildren for "Prairie Dog School" next year. My opening statement to Ed and Kate
appears to have spawned an annual "Summer School" migration for the Monarch cousins.

Mike Ohlmann and Clay Shooting Dogs

Clay-Pap-Tom and the Presidents
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Use Mine! There Are Solids in I t!!
A Hunt Journal by Lt. Col. Mike Abell

Sunday, Homerai, Aline, Michael, Peter and Ticky

Aline and I purchased this safari at the Kentuckiana SCI Fundraiser in 2009. It was donated by Arnold Payne,
Impala Safaris, and Michael "Ticky" Drummond, Bubiana Safaris. We hunted on Ticky's beautiful Bubiana
Conservancy (about 70,000 acres) in Southern Zimbabwe and loved every minute of it. As with most safaris, we
were the only clients in camp. We actually stayed in their beautiful, turn of the century lodge which was a real step
up from tented camps of previous trips. Zimbabwe is "big country" and it is just gorgeous. Ticky is a great
Professional Hunter who has the privilege to hunt land that's been in his family for many years. Ticky is unique in
many ways but most of all because he's not only the PH, he is the outfitter and the land owner. It was also our
privilege to meet his family who still reside on the property. They farm part of it and have a tenant worker
population. All the meat from the game we killed, except the small amount we were able to eat, went to feed the
people who work there. Right up front, I want to say that I was not successful in taking a leopard. We tried hard but
simply couldn't make it happen in ten days. That's why they call it hunting. We spent the first 5 days killing impala
and hanging them in trees in areas where Ticky knows leopard live in hopes that we would draw them in to eat. It
wasn't until Day 6 that a big male complied with our dinner schedule. I enjoyed hunting, shooting, helping hang my
own bait, building the blind, and playing chess with the big cats. I have learned that when a cat's life is in jeopardy,
he plays chess very well. Nevertheless, I loved every minute of it and I hope that you will enjoy the journal of our
hunt.
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Day 1 - Double checked the zero on our rifles: Ruger #1 in .375 H & H Magnum for me and Winchester Model 70
in .300 WIN MAG for Aline; plus, checked the accuracy of my bow after having been thrown around by baggage
handlers in four airports on two continents. With everything in shooting order, we set off to hunt. Before lunch, we
had taken an impala and took it to one of Ticky's places to bait leopards. It was interesting to see how Sunday (one of
our trackers) field dressed the impala and hung it in the tree. It was more interesting to know that Sunday kept the
entire gut pile to take home to eat: nothing goes to waste in Africa. We still needed 3 more impala for leopard bait
and continued the morning hunt. Thanks to Ticky, just before lunch, we made a tremendous stalk on a bachelor group
of impala by coming up behind them at 35 yards using a termite mound as cover. We took the second impala and
then went back to the lodge, ate lunch, rested, and went back out that evening. We saw a great deal of game animals
but only one giant and it was a warthog. We tried a stalk but it disappeared into the tall grass near the feet of a bull
elephant! The elephant was only about 70 yards away and we had walked right up on it - VERY dangerous! Thank
the Good Lord the wind was in our favor as the old bull never knew we were there. We then climbed the closest rock
formation (called koppies) for our own safety. We were shocked to learn that just on the other side of the koppie 60
feet below us was a herd of two dozen elephants! There were multiple large bulls, cows, and about 10 calves. If we'd
have wandered up on that, chances are you would be reading our obituaries instead of this journal! As it worked out,
the wind was in our favor, we had been stealthy, and the elephants didn't know we were there. We were now stuck on
top of the rocks watching a herd of elephants feed and their calves play. Generally, it was a wonderful experience!
About 30 minutes before dark, they moved off, we climbed down and rushed to hang the other impala in a tree for
leopard bait. The first day ended with a great meal and drinks by the fire and this is when I learned that leopard
hunting is chess with big cats. We will put up 4 baits total (all impala); we will check the baits daily and wait for sign
that a large male is feeding; then and only then, will we build a blind 50-80 yards from the bait and wait for a leopard
to come to eat; then, I have to make the shot. Easy, right?

Day 2 - Not long after sun up, we eat breakfast and head out of the lodge.
I've got my bow in my lap hoping to take an impala with the bow and arrow
as we need at least two more for leopard bait. No more than two km from
the lodge, we stop suddenly as there's a big waterbuck bull. He initially
turns to run but then turns and comes back to us, almost challenging us.
He's at 41 yards which is not a far shot for me with my bow. I don't have
the best angle, but I am very happy when I stick him hard between the
shoulder blade and windpipe. The arrow appears to penetrate deep into his
chest and I am terribly excited! He bolts and as he runs through thick brush,
he pulls the arrow back out, leaving the arrowhead in him. The arrow
shows about 7" penetration, which should be fatal. We track him for 10
hours and never find him! This was especially trying for me as I have never
failed to find an animal I've shot, NEVER! I am a little sick with
disappointment. The interesting thing is how tough and smart the bull was.
He doubled back on his own tracks four times to check if he were being
followed and, routinely, climbed termite mounds to watch his back track,
tough and smart! Lesson learned. . . "'Rage Broadheads' on anything bigger
than a whitetail is a mistake, end of story!" I am amazed at the skill of
Sunday and Homerai, our trackers. They are from the Shona tribe (I believe
that's what it's called) and their woodsmanship and tracking skills are so

good, I cannot easily explain it. The blood trail only manifested when the waterbuck stopped walking and stood or
laid down. For 10 hours, they literally followed footprints, sometimes in grass that looked like a hayfield. The
waterbuck also joined up with a herd of zebra once and more than once a herd of impala. Every time the trackers
were able to sort out my waterbuck's prints from all the other animals. I'm sure that if we took them to our Pacific
Northwest of North America, they'd tract and find Bigfoot in less than a week and put an end to the legend.
Nevertheless, it was a great day and we retired after a good dinner with drinks by the fire again.

Day 3 - We set off again and everywhere we go, I'm looking behind every bush and tree for a waterbuck with a limp!
Not too long after the sun is fully up in the sky, we spot a very nice kudu bull with a small harem of cows and a few
calves. We stalk them for quite a while and, again, I am impressed not only with the trackers but also with Ticky's
skill and patience. He really takes his time and uses the terrain well to get into position. Gradually working our way
onto a koppie, we spy the edges of the herd and Ticky picks up a cow kudu that is watching the back of the herd. She
is tucked into some very thick brush. I cannot see her with the naked eye but only through optics and she is looking
in our direction but she hasn't seen us. We move with the wind
in our favor and hunker down and wait, checking her position
every few minutes for about an hour. When she finally moves
off slowly and unalarmed, Ticky and I crawl the last 70 yards for
a shot. I peer down off the rocks and the bull kudu is close
enough for an easy shot of less than 100 yards. I make the shot
and he goes down: what a beautiful animal! He has much wider
spread horns and darker coat that my other kudu bull that I killed
on our last safari: I am very pleased. We get the bull loaded in
the truck and head to the skinning shed to drop it off. After
dropping it off, we check the two leopard baits and find that a
small female leopard has visited one and hyena have visited the

Hanging Leopard Bait
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other. We still need two more impala as leopard bait, so we're
back out hunting as soon as we can. We locate a herd in a grove
of trees and are off on the stalk. As we need them for bait,
female impala are also good to shot. Ticky spies one trying to
hide standing in the trees, puts up the shooting sticks, and I
knock her down. When we get to her, I see movement to my left
and excitedly reload only to realize it's a second impala no one
had seen that must have been behind the one I just shot. Two
with one shot! We are done getting leopard baits for now! We
hung one of the impala and kept the other to put up on the
morrow. Back to the lodge for dinner, drinks, and rest.

Day 4 - Up early again and headed out to check leopard baits.
We spy a great blue wildebeest bull and I want one bad! I'm
disappointed when we must abandon the stalk due to fresh
elephant sign. This was our third attempt at stalking a wildebeest, darn! Not long after, we spy a big warthog which
Aline wants bad and we try a stalk but warthogs are so easily lost in the tall grass. We check leopard bait and find
only females, hyena, and honey badgers are feeding. I won't be leopard hunting again tonight! On the way to do more
leopard baiting, we are run off by more elephants: starting to "not like" elephants anymore! Ticky suggests that we
build a blind near a waterhole and sit in it as this day has been particularly hot and I want to bow hunt. We get the
blind up and sit through the late morning and early afternoon. Nothing is moving; it is very hot. All of a sudden, a
herd of blue wildebeest run into the waterhole at a range of seven yards! It's a tense few moments as Ticky and I try
to pick out the biggest bull from the crowd. As soon as we're sure, I draw my bow and stand for a shot just as farm
workers in the distance raise a racket and the wildebeest vanish!
What a rush! A herd of animals that big at "spitball range" and we
are in a ground blind built out of brush! Aline, Ticky, and I were all
in the blind and during our whispered conversations throughout the
early afternoon, we decided that after we left the waterhole, we
would hunt hyena that night. This is a very interesting process that
requires a loud, blood-curdling call broadcast in the vicinity of a
hyena den at sundown. If the pack comes out, you pick the big one
and shoot. Well, we go to the first den and no luck. On the way to
the second den, the sun goes down and it is real dark, Africa dark!
Suddenly, less than 40 yards to our right, a bull elephant we cannot
see trumpets and charges the truck! Sunday pounds on the truck
screaming something in his native language that I'm sure means,
"Go faster dammit, we're about to be killed!" Ticky floors it and we
think we are out of danger only to run directly into 3 more bull elephants standing in the road and coming right at
us!! I'm a U.S. Army Ranger and I can tell you that this resembled the best "L" shaped ambush I've ever done! The
elephants seemed to be trying to kill us, no kidding! Ticky backs the truck up and STOPS!!! I cannot imagine why
he's stopped and the look on my face must have said, "Are you kidding? You stopped?" He calmly gets out, hands
Sunday a powerful spotlight that plugs into the truck. As I'm loading my gun, Ticky says with a smile, "Mike, use
mine, it's got solids in it." Ticky's rifle is chambered in .458 WIN Mag. Those of us who shoot big bore rifles like to
say it is the kind of gun that "kills on both ends". Ticky fully intended for me to shoot any elephant that he could not
drive away from or around! Ticky jumped in and maneuvered around the giant beasts and we were away safe. We
decide to go straight back to the lodge and have a drink by the fire. On the way, Aline is all smiles and so very
excited about the elephant ambush. She said, "Why do you look so stressed?" and I respond, "I really don't want to
shoot an elephant." The part I didn't say was, "The last time I felt like that I was driving down MSR TAMPA
(Highway of Death) in Iraq." I learned 3 things that night: #1. My wife is awesome and calm in the face of life
threatening danger; #2. I don't like elephants at all! They actually planned that ambush, no kidding! We weren't
threatening them in any way, THEY CAME AFTER US!! and #3. Next time an elephant threatens me or my wife,
I'm going to kill it, simple, there's nothing cuddly or nice about something big enough to squash a grizzly bear that is
plotting to kill you!

Day 5 - We departed early on another crisp, cool morning (it's winter there, southern hemisphere, 70's during the day,
40's at night). About 20 minutes away from the lodge, we spotted a big waterbuck bull near the road. He ran away
kind of funny. We immediately got out of the truck and picked up a track. After about 45 minutes of tracking, a
strategy meeting (one of many such daily meetings) was held with Ticky, Sunday, and Homerai in their native
language. Aline and I learned early on in the hunt to wait patiently and Ticky would tell us the outcome of this "war

counsel" in English. When they were done talking, Ticky says with a
smile, "Michael, they think this is your waterbuck, unbelievable,
right?? They want to back track about 400 yards where there was some
kind of puss or blood on the ground. We want to check it." We go back
and now they are sure, based on its tracks and the fluid on the ground,
this is the one I wounded with an arrow earlier in the hunt. Another
strategy meeting is held. Ticky then tells us, "They want to leave it
alone and believe it will return to the exact spot we shot it if we do. We
don't want to track another waterbuck for 10 hours. Plus we have to
check leopard baits." I let that idea hang in the air a moment and then I

Mike's Kudu Bull

Starting to "not like" Elephants Anymore!
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say, "The last time we tracked one of these, it doubled back on us four
times. In fact, if someone had sat where we parked the truck, they could
have shot it. I recommend that we put Aline and one of the guys up in
the rocks up there on that koppie. I will track with the other party. If it
doubles back, Aline shoots it! If not, I will shoot it! If we track past 10
hundred hours, we give up and go check leopard baits." Ticky holds his
war counsel again. It's obvious that they don't like the plan, but since
I'm the paying customer, they're going to do it. This is where I'm again
impressed with Ticky because he doesn't babysit me, he recognizes that
I'm a hunter and competent enough by his standards and that was cool.
Ticky comes back with, "Okay, I'll go check the leopard baits myself as
I can go faster that way. You and Sunday track the waterbuck. Aline
and Homerai will sit in the koppie and shoot the waterbuck if it
backtracks. Sunday will have a radio and will call me back at 10

hundred hours. Good luck." We make a bit of a loop and are now following the tracks back to Aline and Homerai. 20
minutes later, we hear the crack of Aline's rifle. Sunday is very excited, nearly yanks my arm out of the socket
shaking my hand, and says, "Good plan!" We ran back to where Aline and Homerai were sitting. Aline looks
despondent and says, "I missed!" Now I see where she was sitting and where Homerai was looking for blood. It's
close and Aline is a good shot. I tell her, "No, you didn't miss, go show me exactly where you were sitting when you
shot." I take a range reading, 62 yards. I tell Aline again, "You didn't miss." Just about then, we hear Sunday whistle

and we know he's got the waterbuck! It fell only 70 yards away.
We hurry down and all three men roll the waterbuck over and we
find . . . wait for it . . . NO EVIDENCE OF AN ARROW
WOUND! It's a different waterbuck! We radio Ticky who shows
up with bad news: no big male leopards hitting any bait. We load
the waterbuck and head to the skinning shed. On the way to the
skinning shed, Sunday says, "Klipspringer!" Sure enough, there's
a good klipspringer in the rocks way above us. We try to get
closer but they've seen us! They run further up the koppie. I have
to try a very vertical shot at a very small and gorgeous antelope
about 100 yards away. I'm blessed when a very nice male
klipspringer lays dead on the mountainside. After we drop the
waterbuck and klipspringer off, we have lunch back at the lodge
and then set off again hunting. We decide to go hyena hunting
again and actually get a pack to come near but it's pitch black dark

and we have no shot: still, it was very fun!

Day 6 - We spy a great wildebeest bull this morning and the stalk is unsuccessful again. I'm beginning to think I
won't get one. The good news is that a big male leopard hit a bait last night and we're building a blind before lunch!
As part of setting up the blind, Ticky puts a microphone by the bait and runs wire back to the blind 48 yards away.
Ticky then wears earphones and listens to what's going on by the bait, pretty smart! The blind consists of two woolen
blankets hung lengthwise in the bush with cut branches woven into the same bush. It is V-shaped with the back two
sides of what would be a square completely open. My rifle rest is a perfect V in the branches of the bush and is very
steady. We are to lay on the ground to wait, but I will sit up to shoot. We come back late in the day and wait for the
leopard. Aline, Ticky, and I wait in the blind throughout the evening and a few hours into the night. Ticky and I are
totally asleep late in the evening. You cannot see the bait, only Ticky can hear something going on if it were to
happen. Aline is not a happy camper laying on the ground 48 yards from the leopard bait in the pitch black
Zimbabwe bush! Many animals move past us in the dark: one little critter actually runs into the blind on us, freaks
out when it sees Aline (the feeling is mutual) and runs back out! Aline wakes me and I am now pulling security duty
on the back of the blind while Ticky lays quietly listening and Aline sits beside me pointing her rifle into the infinite
dark night. She hangs in there until we leave but this will be the last time she'll be in that leopard blind. She will
come with us every night but will wait in the truck. We see honey badgers but no leopards.

Day 7 - We spy another great wildebeest bull but, again, are foiled during the stalk. Yesterday we actually had two
baits eaten and we have to replace those impala; so, we're looking for impala again. We run into a huge herd of
giraffe and impala late in the morning and due to time constraints,
Ticky tells me to shoot an impala from the truck. The problem is
animals are everywhere: there has to be a dozen giraffe and three
dozen impala! Aline, Sunday, and Homerai are all pointing out
the one they want me to shoot! None of them are pointing at the
same impala, and I am already on one and about to shoot when it
moves! HOLY CRAP! I realize I am about to shoot between the
legs of a giraffe to kill the impala! Giraffe are so tall an entire
impala is visible underneath it! I don't think the impala was
actually underneath it, but I could see the impala in my scope,
and I didn't see any giraffe legs! I refocus, pick an impala buck
that is not under a giraffe, put it down, and we have more bait.
After seeing all the giraffe, we drive a ways and see an old bull
giraffe all by himself. This wasn't the first old bull we'd seen that

Aline and Her Waterbuck

Mike and his Very Nice Male Klipspringer
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was no longer in a herd, but he was very old, very dark, and very
pretty. Ticky asks Aline if she wants to shoot a giraffe because
this is a good one. Aline says, "Yes," but she'd rather shoot an
eland. When Sunday and Homerai hear she wants an eland, they say, "You must be lucky. . . VERY lucky." They
have not taken an eland all year. Then. . . Aline's good luck: five minutes later, we spy two eland bulls and three
cows moving in the distance! No kidding, not five minutes later after we are told they've not killed an eland this year
and we have to be VERY lucky! Ticky and the trackers have another native language planning session and decide to
leave them alone, go check/replace another leopard bait and come in from the entire other side of the valley and
ambush the eland! I have to admit that I don't like the plan partly due to the sheer amount of terrain we will have to
cover and partly because I don't think this plan will work. I was wrong! We came in from the other side of the valley
and walked for over an hour. All of a sudden, on a 45 degree angle running right at us 50 yards away are the five
eland! Because of my angle, I pick them up first and whisper/yell, "Stop! Get ready! They're right on top of us!"
Ticky throws up the aiming sticks for Aline and she gets the smaller bull in her sites and Ticky says, "No, shoot the
older one, the bigger one." The eland are moving right past us at very close range, they're very big animals, and the
bush is thick. Aline doesn't get a shot, but what a rush! Five eland that weigh 2,000 + pounds running right at us
inside of 50 yards was quite an experience! Back at the truck, Ticky breaks the news that he wants to sit out leopard
hunting tonight: he wants the big male leopard to feed again and get comfortable. I'm disappointed but that just
means we can hunt more plains game after lunch. On our way back to the lodge for lunch, we actually see a leopard!
A female is laying in the sun on a rocky shelf near the bottom of a koppie. She's gorgeous and lucky she's a girl!
After lunch, we hunt hard all afternoon and find the biggest wildebeest bull we've seen to date and he's actually
alone, well, sort of alone - he is with a herd of zebra. We move past them, gain the advantage of the wind, and work
back toward them as they are working toward us. At about 90 yards, they stop in the bush. I can see the zebra easily
but not the wildebeest. Ticky and I sneak up and he puts the aiming sticks up but I cannot see anything. Ticky tells
me to look through my scope and whispers what I should look for. Sure enough, there is the big bull wildebeest;
however, all I can make out through the dense brush is his head and neck and only the top half of that. We wait and
wait, then the bull took two steps forward. Now, I can see the top of his shoulder and spine but still no vital organs or
the throat. Ticky says, "I think you can do this: you're shooting a .375 and it will go through the brush." I try to
imagine where his shoulder and spine are and shoot. I hit him! We track him for an hour and it gets dark, and we
resolve to come back in the morning. The guys think he will be stiff and standing pretty close to where we left him. It
would be a sleepless night for me except we got a bottle of Woodford Reserve at the Duty Free Shop. Thank you,
Kentucky Bourbon Distillers for the rest that night.

Day 8 - We left the lodge even earlier this morning. We are in the field and on the track before full light and find
good blood where the wildebeest stopped and stood. We track him close to a large koppie and Ticky decides we
should split up. He will take Aline up on the rocks and the rest of us will continue the track. If the wildebeest is
stopped and waiting, I will shoot. If we push the wildebeest into or around the koppie, Aline will shoot and then
Ticky will guide us in. I tell Aline that if she feels
comfortable not to wait on me, to shoot the wildebeest. Aline
loves hearing that, so we go for it. About 20 minutes later,
we see Ticky signal from atop the koppie. We stop and wait.
Five minutes later, we hear the crack of Aline's rifle. My girl
can shoot! It's a couple hundred yard shot with some serious
angle to it and she hits the boiler plate! My wildebeest
(maybe I should say "our" wildebeest) is on the ground!
Upon inspecting the shoulder, I hit him very well but missed
the spine by less than half an inch, daggumit!

On our way to the skinning shed, we spy an ancient, giant
giraffe bull, his spots almost black, towering nearly 19 feet
tall. Ticky asks Aline again if she wants a giraffe and this
time she says, "Yes!" The first shot was fatal but this animal
weighs well over 3,000 pounds. Ticky tells her to keep
shooting until it falls: tracking a giraffe is not hard because of its size, but it is an all day affair as they can cover a lot
of ground very quickly. Four very good shots and a few moments later, the bull is on the ground. It is massive! Aline
is excited to hear from Ticky that she will feed very many people. Aline is happy to have the wonderful hide for a rug
as the bull is very old and his spots are almost black. After some photos, Ticky leaves Homerai with the bull and we
go back to the lodge. Ticky radios the camp manager, Derek, who brings out more men and another truck. None of
this magnificent animal will go to waste: all of it will be eaten, mounted, or turned into a nice rug. Ticky asks if I
want to sit in the archery blind we'd built near the waterhole whilst he gets the giraffe recovery operation running.
Sunday and I do just that. We are treated to a family of warthogs playing and bathing in the mud and water. No old
males with giant tusks to harvest, so we just watch and enjoy. Later that evening, we leopard hunt again. Aline stayed
in the truck this time! The highlight of the evening, and it was truly a treat, was the arrival, feeding, and departure of
a brown hyena that is an endangered species that looks more like an American grey wolf than the spotted hyena most
folks know. No leopard.

Day 9 - We are checking leopard baits and have a great deal of
action. This is the day I was dreading. . . having to decide
which male leopard to sit on! After checking one bait down by
the river, Sunday and I exclaim, "ELAND BULL!" About a

My Wildebeest (maybe I should say "our"
wildebeest)

Aline's Massive Bull Giraffe
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quarter mile down the valley, we see a giant, old eland crossing
our path with two other eland that we're not sure of. This is
something of a legend because, again, they've not taken an
eland all year: they're really reclusive animals on the Bubiana
Conservancy. We set out on another track! This group of eland
move fairly leisurely behind a giant koppie (more of a small
mountain) and they have not seen us. It is decided that we will
climb the koppie and, hopefully, get a shot off the top on the
other side at the big eland bull. I have to carry both Aline's and
my guns as Aline needs both hands and feet to ascend the
rocks. About half way up, Sunday, then Homerai, then Ticky
climb to the same spot and FREEZE. Aline and I are only
about 20 feet behind but it takes a full minute for us to get
there. Ticky whispers, "Big male leopard sleeping right there!"
It was about 20 yards right below us, but, just like that, it was
gone! I actually thanked God that it ran away. The leopard was

very big and very close. . . (pace off 20 steps and imagine a very big male leopard at that range) and I was holding on
to the rocks with both hands. I doubt that I could have got my rifle in action without falling and Ticky didn't bring his
rifle. It would have been a jujitsu match between the leopard and me as we fell down the rocks. Heaven forbid the
leopard grabbed Aline or someone else and I had to shot and try not to hit them or jump in and try to pull it off them!
Besides, shooting the leopard in close proximity to the eland would have ruined that hunt. We all catch our breath
and climb further. At the top, we sneak over and, sure enough, standing slightly quartering to, but mostly broadside,
at 212 yards is the big bull eland. Aline takes a deep breath, exhales, and quietly squeezes the trigger. The bull jumps
and we all know he's hit. We climb down and track him, play "cat and mouse" in the rocks for about 30 minutes, then
Aline puts the final coup de grace (blow that kills) on him! He's a grand old bull! It takes all four men to cut the bull
in half and we are all terribly exhausted after we load the two halves. The gut pile is the size of a vintage 1970's bean
bag chair. Sunday and Homerai save every bit to take back home to eat! Sunday and Homerai tell me in broken
English, "She is not a good shot, she is a sniper!" Aline hands out handfuls of candy as she did every time we took an
animal. Our friend, Alice Monarch, told us to do that. She and Sam hunted at Bubiana earlier in the year and the
candy was a big hit. Aline was a big hit! Aline's new nickname is "Candy Sniper"! We relaxed at lunch and went
leopard hunting that evening/night. No leopard. It is still a rush to lie on the ground prone in 40 something degree
temperatures in the Zimbabwe bush waiting for the big cats: sometimes listening to and for animals, sometime
listening to the dead silence which, at times, is strange and unnerving but, tonight, no leopard.

Day 10 - I'm very disappointed to learn that the leopard has, most likely,
figured us out: it appears he came not long after we left last night. Aline
wants to take yet another impala to shoulder mount and we also want a
warthog: we've tried and failed for nine days but we will try some more. I
almost had a grand old warthog, but he basically laid down in the tall grass
and without my bird dog, Molly, to go in after him, we were walking blind
and gave up after about an hour. Aline did get her nice impala. Ticky took
us to an old cave where Bushmen lived hundreds of years ago and we got to
see their cave paintings which was very cool: there was almost a reverent
feeling in that cave. We hunted leopard again that night and stayed until
very late. It is so strange how loud that environment is at sundown and, at
midnight, it is quieter than any place I've ever been.

Day 11 - We're exhausted but proud and leave for home.

Day 12 - We're looking at our savings trying to figure out how and when we
can get back! Ticky will have restored the original buffalo population to
huntable levels in two years, and I still need a leopard!

Aline and her Fabulous Eland Bull

Aline's Impala

Bushman Cave Painting
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Sables Continue to Support Education
Submitted by

Sherry Maddox

SCIF Education Sables continue to support numerous education programs to include the American Wilderness
Leadership School, Safari In A Box and Hunting Heritage Scholarships.

In order to continue sponsoring these worthwhile projects, SCIF Sables will host a Luncheon Show and Auction
during the 2011 SCI Convention in Reno, NV,

The event will be on Friday, January 28, 2011, in the Atlantis Grand Ballroom. The live and silent auctions will
premier numerous trips, hunts, jewelry and clothing.

If you are planning to attend the convention, please consider attending the Luncheon Show and Auction. For those
interested only in the auction, doors will open to the public at 12:30 pm.

At the local level, Kentuckiana Sables recently made a donation to support the National Archery in the Schools
program at Lassiter Middle School. Recent reports from the school find them looking forward to the new school year
and the continued success with the program.
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Alan with his Big Angry Boar
Snow Falls on a Chilly Day in Texas
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Tactical and Practical Prairie Dog Tactic's
by

Mike Ohlmann

In Feb 2007 Jim Zumbo posted a blog; declaring the AR 15 an assault weapon and not accurate or suitable for Prairie
Dog, other varmint or any hunting. He further reasoned that they hurt the hunter’s image and should be banned. I
reacted to his statements as a serious affront much like any other freedom loving, ever vigilant, anti-“anti” would and
openly condemned his overreaching, closed minded approach. I also immediately acquired several thousand extra
rounds of 223 and purposefully took my Colt AR 15 on my next prairie dog safari 3 months later. In spite of being
Colt’s H-bar “heavy target barrel“ version the fully stock rifle much to my chagrin, did not perform to my “rather
picky” accuracy standards especially at longer prairie dog distances.

However when I turned it over to my nephew he did score reasonably well for the standards I set for an
inexperienced youth using bulk ammo popping away at the scurrying rodents out to a couple hundred yards. And in
reality if he had been shooting under the military marksmanship criteria used way back when I had first become
familiar with the AR in 1969 I believe he was shoot well up in the expert marksman category.

So my vexation aside, Noah’s fun factor had certainly proved Mr. Zumbo wrong and justified at least some of the
wrath bestowed upon him by the several million who that declared many versions of the old adage; “don’ t judge
others by your own prejudices and standards” . However the rub was in my personal “ rather picky” dissatisfaction
which did not allow me to wholly give the AR the total and unconditional personal endorsement I would have liked
to have had in my rebuttal arsenal should the subject ever come up again.

I reasoned that the cheap factory Redfield scope and bulk ammo where the real limiting factors dedicated a few
evenings to the loading bench, re-scoped and with a variety of premium projectiles and exacting hand loads I headed
to the range to further smite the smug, old, Luddite. I hung my head and shuffled home as the improvements were
much better but still far from satisfactory on the picky scale. Next the factory trigger was replaced and some of the
better loads were further tweaked and a good number of “minute of angle” groups were documented.

But 3 inch (300 yard “minute of angle” groups) multiplied by minute of wobble can easily equal 6 inch groups at 300
yards. Factor in misjudged yardage and pint sized prairie puppies quicky fall into the fair game category and this
certainly cannot satisfy the “ rather picky” shooter.

By now Jim had been enlightened, had apologized, been mostly forgiven and mostly forgotten and my AR had gone
back into the gun safe to wait until my next nephew, grandchild or some other young, recoil sensitive, or less picky
shooter needed to experience; the low recoil, the ease of operation, the bargain priced ammunition and the just plain
fun factor of Automatic Rifle varmint shooting.

And there it sat until I returned home from the 2010 NRA convention. Totting my
new SAOD AR-15 24 inch Billet Target / Varmint Upper in .223 purchased
after John Summerville of SAOD had without hesitation declared “would shoot ¼
minute of angle groups with good ammo or your money back.” Since this upper
hosts a fully lapped, stainless, Lother Walther barrel no break in is required and in
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less than 100 shots I had confirmed it could digest a variety of premium ammo of
various bullet weights and styles very well and several printed pretty little clover
shaped holes with 3 shot groups at 175 yards.

So with little time to experiment any further I chose 3 of the best performers and
headed west with 500 rounds of custom loaded Barnes Varmint Grenades, 750
rounds of Black Hills premium 60 Gr. V-max, and 750 rounds of Black hills
premium 68 gr. V-max.

By mid morning of day 1 I had heated up the 223’s heavy stainless barrel several
times and my new prairie dog tactics could easily be summed up as; see a prairie
dog- shoot a prairie dog, see 3 -shoot 3, see a whole bunch and ….well the clip
only holds 20 rounds!!! But 18 for 20 is not bad when done in the sort of rapid fire
scenario usually associated with Argentina dove shooting or a minor invasion. At
one point our guide Jess hearing the rapid fire from a few hundred yards away had
asked Joe Kuerzi if I was under attack or just mad at them. If they had only been
able to see the smile on my face!

By Day 3 I had blistered my trigger finger and my clip loading thumb and I still
had a couple hundred rounds left so I invited young Clay and Tom Monarch to each
shoot with me for a bit. Neither had shot an AR but I knew both boys to be good
shots, quick learners and good listeners so after a quick familiarization both took
turns printing quarter sized shooting 3 shot groups on a paper target. I followed

their performance with a 3 shot clover leaf not to show off but to prove to them what I verbally communicated; “ that
their good shooting could improve now that they were over the uncertainty of a brand new weapon and that they
would quickly get comfortable with it” . Over the next few hours both young men would prove me ever so right.

Having watched a good number of youngsters over the past few years stretch and wiggle into position, behind heavy
stocked bolt guns seconds too late to get the shot or to have to repeat the strained maneuvers after working the bolt
time and again, it was a pleasure to see these to lads slide into the shorter, slimmer weapon and move with it from
target to target never taking their eye from the scope.

As they learned that the super accurate, low recoil rifle was ready and
willing as quickly as they could acquire a target and sight picture the
pace picked up and it became tough to keep up as the spotter. In some
areas the dogs were in clusters and the boy’s confidence soared as they
made rapid succession hits, mostly unaware of the smile on my face.

So from this picky shooter’s point; the AR 223 definitely can be “a top
choice varmint rifle even for the pickiest of shooters” . According to
Dan Webster; it most certainly is a tactical and a practical weapon, but;
AR stands for Automatic Rifle not assault rifle, and a weapon of
terror……….. only for a very foresighted prairie dog!

(Tactical; intentional, calculated, strategic; showing skillful planning in
order to accomplish something)

(Practical; handy, helpful, appropriate, sensible, and likely to be effective)

Blog; Assault Rifles For Hunters? By Jim Zumbo

As I write this, I’m hunting coyotes in southeastern Wyoming with Eddie Stevenson, PR Manager for Remington
Arms, Greg Dennison, who is senior research engineer for Remington, and several writers. We’ re testing
Remington’s brand new .17 cal Spitfire bullet on coyotes.

I must be living in a vacuum. The guides on our hunt tell me that the use of AR and AK rifles have a rapidly growing
following among hunters, especially prairie dog hunters. I had no clue. Only once in my life have I ever seen anyone
using one of these firearms.

I call them “assault” rifles, which may upset some people. Excuse me, maybe I’m a traditionalist, but I see no place
for these weapons among our hunting fraternity. I’ ll go so far as to call them “terrorist” rifles. They tell me that some
companies are producing assault rifles that are “tackdrivers.”

Sorry, folks, in my humble opinion, these things have no place in hunting. We don’ t need to be lumped into the group
of people who terrorize the world with them, which is an obvious concern. I’ve always been comfortable with the
statement that hunters don’ t use assault rifles. We’ve always been proud of our “sporting firearms.”

The light weight, shorter stock
make an AR a very suitable

choice for small shooters and
the fun factor of an "AR auto

rifle" is hard to ignore!

While factory bolt guns often produce better
accuracy straight from the box, many

shooters find moving the head and hand off
target to cycle a considerable distraction
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This really has me concerned. As hunters, we don’ t need the image of walking around the woods carrying one of
these weapons. To most of the public, an assault rifle is a terrifying thing. Let’s divorce ourselves from them. I say
game departments should ban them from the prairies and woods.
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Mini Food Plots
by

Jacob Hacker

I like a lot of folks don’t have a large deer lease or even one specific place to hunt. I get permission to hunt on
some small woodlots on private lands and I generally can locate a couple promising public spots. Hunting on
public land or small woodlots, a 2 acre food plot really isn't realistic and doesn’t offer much of an opportunity to
attract deer and get them into the comfortable feeding patterns we see on the prepared food plots and leased
up prime farm land. As a solution I experimented with developing mini-food plots.

First I found some clover seed and brassica that has really been working well for deer and growing year round.
The problem is these require a very picky ph level, acid level, fertilizer level, etc. To remedy that problem
without tilling, testing, mixing, adding, waiting and all the other problems that are associated with big food
plots and is totally impractical on public land, I pre-mix a small batch of soil with the proper chemicals and
fertilizer. I then n take enough soil to fill a 60lb feed sack and a handful of seeds and creating 3-4 mini food
plots around my stand in ideal spots and shooting lanes.

These mini plots are about 4ft x 5ft and three inches deep. The clover and brassicas grows like weeds in this
ideal soil, fast and hardy. In these woodland situations the deer, being browsers, do not mow over the plots
like I worried they might. I’ve watched a good number of them on my mini plots just nibble a bit and walk to
the next one but day after day and they keep coming back and they ALWAYS stop to take a bite. I even saw a
small buck take a break from chasing a doe last year to browse a bit.

The clover keeps re-seeding and growing as well. By late last winter it seemed that the deer had eaten up
several plots, roots and all, but everything has come back again this year. I feel like this is much more natural
than a bait pile. Instead of a pile of corn or beets I'm using the best smelling and seemingly the best tasting
natural foods I can find. Also, I think the deer in my area experience heavy hunting pressure and have started
to associate bait piles with people. I see many many more deer over my clover patches than I do over my corn
piles (during the daylight at least).

It is not rocket science but getting the soil composition to optimal ph etc. is a bit tricky, a lot of folks don’t want
to take the time to figure it out and have asked to purchase the mix. To date I've sold a few dozen bags of soil
with the seed packs and those guys reported similar results. All in all my little mini plots are pretty cheap when
compared to purchasing and packing in hundreds of pounds of corn. I’m selling mini plot mix including seed for
$25 a bag if you’d like to try it. E-mail; j.r.hacker@live.com

Thanks!

Jacob
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CMP UPDATE
Submitted by Bob Edwards

The Kentuckiana Chapter of Safari Club International is a Civilian Marksmanship Program Affiliate
Club. Members of the Kentuckiana Chapter are eligible to purchase U.S. Military surplus rifles at a
considerable discount from what these rifles sell for at gun shops or shows. For Club
Documentation, contact Bob Edwards (502) 262-4666.

Apparently, CMP orders are quite backed up currently, anyone wishing to obtain a fine example of
US Military firearms at a huge discount should begin right away.

“SINCE OCTOBER 2008, WE HAVE BEEN OVERWHELMED WITH ORDERS FOR ALL PRODUCTS, ESPECIALLY RIFLES AND
AMMUNITION. AS A RESULT, IT IS EXTREMELY DIFFICULT TO PREDICT DELIVERIES FOR ANY OF THE ITEMS THAT CMP
SELLS. PLEASE ALLOW A MINIMUM OF 90-100 DAYS FOR ORDERS TO SHIP. ORDERS ARE BEING PROCESSED IN THE
SEQUENCE THEY WERE RECEIVED. DUE TO THE HIGH CALL VOLUME, YOU MAY EXPERIENCE LONG DELAYS WHEN
TRYING TO REACH CMP BY TELEPHONE. WE ENCOURAGE EVERYONE TO NOT CALL, BUT TO SEND AN EMAIL WITH
QUESTIONS TO custserve@odcmp.com. IF THE QUESTIONS ARE ABOUT AN EXISTING ORDER, PLEASE ENTER THE
ORDER NUMBER (IF KNOWN) IN THE SUBJECT LINE TO EXPEDITE RESPONSES.”

More information can be found at:

Civilian Marksmanship Program
P.O. Box 576

Port Clinton, OH 43452
(419) 635-2141

Fax (419) 635-2802

Civilian Marksmanship Program (South)
1401 Commerce Blvd
Anniston, AL 36207

(256) 835-8455
Fax (256) 835-3527

www.odcmp.com

The following are some examples of firearms
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available to our members at very low prices due to our unique status as an

Affiliate club.

Rack Grade Garand

Field Grade M1 Garand

Service Grade M1 Garand

Special Grade M1 Garand

ITEM # DESCRIPTION PRICE

RM1WRAR
M1 Garand, WRA Rack Grade

Please allow 60 days for delivery
*See below for grade description

SOLD OUT - Not
accepting orders

RM1WRARLW

M1 Garand, WRA Rack Grade- Less Wood -
This option does not include stock,

handguards, stock and handguard metal or
rear sight assy.

Please allow 60 days for delivery
*See below for grade description

$495

ITEM # DESCRIPTION PRICE

RM1WRAF
M1 Garand, WRA Field Grade

Please allow 60 days for delivery
*See below for grade description

$695

RM1SAF
M1 Garand, SA Field Grade

Please allow 60 days for delivery
*See below for grade description

$495

RM1HRAF
M1 Garand, HRA Field Grade

Please allow 60 days for delivery
*See below for grade description

$495

ITEM # DESCRIPTION PRICE

RM1WRAS
M1 Garand, WRA Service Grade
Please allow 60 days for delivery
*See below for grade description

SOLD OUT -
not accepting
orders - 2-25-

10

RM1SAS
M1 Garand, SA Service Grade

Please allow 60 days for delivery
*See below for grade description

$595

RM1HRAS
M1 Garand, HRA Service Grade

Please allow 120-180 days for delivery
*See below for grade description

$595

ITEM # DESCRIPTION PRICE

RM1SPECIAL

M1 Garand, Springfield Special
Aallow 60 days for delivery.

M1 Garand Springfield Armory receiver. New
production stock and handguard set with CMP

cartouche, a new production barrel and new web sling.
Receiver and most other parts are refinished USGI, but

some parts may be new manufacture. See photos
below for more detail.

$995

M1 Garand, Service Grade HRA Special.
allow 60 days for delivery.
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Each M1 Carbine rifle sold by CMP is an authentic U.S. Government rifle that has been inspected,

Orders are filled on a first-come first serve basis. Rifles of all grades are packed for shipment purely by "luck of the draw". Prices are
subject to change without notice. Customers will be notified before new prices are charged.

Rack Grade M1 Carbine - DELIVERY TIME 2- MONTHS

Kimber Model 82 .22LR

These rifles were produced for the U.S. Army between 1987 and 1990. Although these are still in the original
manufacturer's packaging and have never been used, many of the stocks, barrels, and receivers may have a light
scratches or razor cuts from when the protective bags were opened to conduct serial number inventory in by the
CMP.Kimber Model 82 .22LR

.

RM1HRASSP

HRA collector grade metal in excellent almost new
condition. Walnut stocks and handguards and

associated hardware are new manufacture. NOT
original HRA manufacture.

$895

RM1SASSP

M1 Garand, Service Grade Springfield Special.
allow 60 days for delivery.

SA collector grade metal in excellent almost new
condition. Walnut stocks and handguards and

associated hardware are new manufacture. NOT
original SA manufacture.

$895

ITEM # DESCRIPTION PRICE AVAILABILITY
R017UDR UNDERWOOD $479 Accepting orders
R017NPR NATIONAL POSTAL METER $479 Accepting orders

ITEM # DESCRIPTION PRICE

R22M82 Kimber Model 82
(Government Unused) $600
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CMP COMMITTEE
In The Field

SUBMITTED BY

BOB EDWARDS

Your CMP Committee recently had an active role in continuing our chapter’s constant message that Hunters and
Shooters are a positive factor in our community.

CMP Committee member Bob Edwards, and chapter member Roger LaPoint recently assisted with training about
100 women to shoot rifles, shotguns, and handguns, on June 19, 2010 at the Fern Creek Sportsman’s Club.

Scott Crume, a local Archery Pro, and his fiancée Rachel had a number of her co-workers inquire about shooting and
hunting, and so they set about to provide an opportunity for these new entrants into our sport. They titled the event
the Annie Oakley Range Day.

The first such event last year saw about 35 participants. With no advertising other than word of mouth, this year
about 100 women attended, in spite of terrible storms in the morning, followed by severe heat and humidity for the
rest of the day.

Roger realized the merit in this project and really worked hard and obtained access to the Club, and many of the
Club’s members, who assisted and provided an assortment of their personal firearms, ammo and equipment. He is
trained in all NRA instructor disciplines, and proved to be a great instructor and organizer.
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Roger also taught the rifle portion of the event.

Gary Roman, of FirearmsServiceCenter, instructed the shotgun
course, providing targets, ammo, and a selection of firearms. He
demonstrated true professionalism and expertise.

KYSCI provided use of the Lasershot system, which was used to
demonstrate firearms function, sight picture, and assorted other
shooting skills. We also provided use of the KYSCI training
rifles, as well as our expertise.

Derek Turner, until recently, manager of Open Range indoor
range, John Kline, and I instructed the handgun segment of the
days activities.

The women sent 4200 rounds of .22 LR downrange, using a variety of singe and double action revolvers and semi-
autos. We wanted everyone to load, manipulate the controls and fire every style of handgun.

The participants were encouraged to bring their personal handguns if desired, and we assisted several shooters with
learning basic operation of their new firearms.

It was interesting to see groups who had never fired a handgun prior to the class, discussing the merits of the different
firearms, what loading system they preferred, and all the usual gun talk, by the time the class was completed.

This event had no budget and was completely unfunded. Every item used was provided by a number of generous
sportsmen.

The members of the Fern Creek Sportsman’s Club allowed free run of their entire facility. With many of the
members assisting, they provided ammo, equipment and expertise, and generally demonstrated the best attributes of
sportsmen.
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We've been reminded on every front from the economy to the environment that the future or our
world will be determined not only by our actions and but also by what we hand down to our youth.
And KYSCI members understand that hunting and its vital role in wildlife conservation is certainly no
exception. With this understanding and dedication The chapter has developed our youth hunter
program as a comprehensive interactive experience encompassing all of the basic aspects of hunting
and hunter safety. Within the first few years we became aware that many mature people had little or
no recourse were also interested in learning hunting basics and furthermore many parents with
limited hunting experience did not have the skills to teach their children and could also benefit so we
expanded the scope of the program to include apprentice and mentor programs. These programs
allow folks to enter the program at their skill level and for our basic course graduates to return for
advanced training and progress up to becoming mentors to the less experienced thus leaning how to
share what they know for many generations to come.

Over the past 7 years the program has graduated hundreds of youngsters with many of these and
their parents returning in subsequent years to further hone their skills and to share their knowledge
with others. Consequently attendance has continued to grow and this year we had 54 students
participate and issued 36 Hunter Safety cards with test score averages well up into the high 90's.
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We break the program down into large group class room instruction to provide much of the basic
introduction, program rules, hunter safety , anatomy and the basic information for the hands on
venues, which include; Rifle, Archery, Shotgun, Muzzle loading, Tracking and Blood trailing, Game
scouting and optics. By rotating much smaller groups through the 6 outdoor training stations our 15
or so instructors reinforce the lessons and provide quality instruction at the level of experience
relative to each group. Adult mentors accompany each group and assist in shuttling them between
stations and have a chance to witness how our experienced instructors coach the students and what
language we use to communicate so they can emulate these techniques in future trips afield.

Beyond the many volunteers we believe one of the most vital aspects of providing a top notch
experience for this broad venue in a single 2 day course is plenty of room, a controlled environment
and a realistic wild hunting environment. Thanks to the generous support of Rick Davis and the free
access he grants to us at his White Oak Elk Ranch we have a private, secure and safe property in a
hunting setting and many animals on hand to help set the mood and enhance the instruction. We
have found that game ranches also provide a very suitable environment for many kids first hunts
and also for older folks with little time or physical impairments to gain some sense of what hunting is
about or to relive and share or pass down some of their earlier life experiences to next generations.

Because this program is so worthwhile and has continued to be hugely successful the KYANA chapter
has proudly amassed a wealth of youth sized equipment and provided the majority of the
manpower, general teaching aids safety equipment, supplies, drinks and the fantastic lunches that
are required for the 2 day event. And we are dedicated and working to continue to produce the
program for many years to come. To our credit word of the highly successful program has continued
to spread and we have received support from a variety of sources. This year a few of these include;
Dick's Sporting Goods generously donating ammunition, targets and other supplies, Byerly Ford
Collision Center providing some great tee-shirts which helped identify students and instructors. And
Jim Warren and Mike Stockleman of The River Ridge Long Beards chapter of NWTF continued to
provide the IDNR National Hunter Safety course and materials and several local IDNR officers came
by and did a very nice presentation related to law ethics and how our DNR works to serve the
sportsmen.

We have also been blessed and there for able to provide the students with quality equipment due to
support from Leupold optics, Lasershot, and Mathews/genesis archery.

This year we also welcomed visitors from the Men's ministry of the very large South East Christian
ministry which recognizes the spiritual nature of hunters and broadly supports Kentucky Hunters for
the Hungry via their Sportsmen's Challenge. They are exploring a potential partnership with us to
co-host an additional program in the spring of 2011 and future years and we are delighted to have
their interests.

Another first this year we had Indiana Outdoor Adventures TV hosts Troy McCormick and Mack
Spainhour visit and filmed portions of the various aspects of the program for a future TV show as
well as a short interview segment with Chapter President Mike Ohlmann regarding SCI and the
KYANA Chapter which aired on August 14th you can see this segment on line at;
http://www.indianaoutdooradventures.com/episode07.html be sure to watch for a future episode
with the kids making great strides towards becoming true hunters!

As the program winds down each year we receive very sincere thanks from parents and students
alike and for many days after the program I receive a good many communications that echo
everyone's commendations to the chapter, the fantastic instructors and the many volunteers that
help keep everything on track and track of everyone! At the same time I hear from every instructor
and volunteer commending each other and us all for doing something so worthwhile that they are
privileged and delighted to have played a roll. This leads me to the conclusion that while the goal of
teaching hunter safety and teaching hunting in general has a primary goal of "no accident" the huge
success of our program is also not by accident and will continue to be a flagship of our chapter that
will continue to transport many, many, more young people into the wonderful world of hunting and
conservation!

So thank you and congratulations KYSCI on another great event!

Sincerely
Mike Ohlmann
Chapter President and Chairman 2010 Youth event.
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Up-Coming Events 12

Kentuckiana Chapter SCI
Calendar of Events

Kentuckiana Chapter Prairie Dog Safari
Date: June 20th - June 24th, 2010
Location: Standing Rock Sioux Reservation, South Dakota

Contact:  Mike Ohlmann Email: mike@mikescustomtaxidermy.com

Kentuckiana Chapter Board Meeting
Date: July 6th , 2010
Location: TBD

Contact:  Mike Ohlmann Email: mike@mikescustomtaxidermy.com

Kentuckiana Chapter Apprentice Hunter Program
Date: August 7th and 8th 2010
Location: White Oak Elk Ranch, Henryville, Indiana

Contact:  Mike Ohlmann Email: mike@mikescustomtaxidermy.com

Go to ...http://www.kentuckianasci.org/events/apprenticeprogram.htm for more information.
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